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Austral Wright Metals 
Sales Offices Phone Fax
Adelaide 08 8345 1033 08 8345 1044
Brisbane 07 3277 6711 07 3277 6799
Melbourne 03 9409 8500 03 9408 3946
Sydney 02 9827 0790 02 9757 4486
Perth 08 9353 4044 08 9353 4043

Austral Wright Metals distributes stainless steels, copper, aluminium and nickel alloys and 
high technology specialty metals to the Australian metal manufacturing and fabrication 
industries.  We are Australia’s biggest supplier of copper and copper products, second biggest 
supplier of cold rolled stainless steel, and a substantial supplier of nickel alloys. 

Headquartered in Wetherill Park, NSW, we have sales offices & warehouses in all the states of 
Australia.  Each sales office has a local warehouse, from which products are distributed.   

Our Metal Processing Centre can slit and sheet coils of stainless steel and copper and brass, 
and can linish the surface to a decorative finish (N4).  The WA sales office has plasma 
equipment for cutting stainless steel plate to size and shape.  

Our engineers have a wealth of experience in the specification, manufacture, sourcing and use 
metals, and can help in the development phase of your project to ensure you get the right metal 
for the job. 

 

 
 
 
 

Merchandising Same or next day supply from stock of a broad range of stainless steels, 
non ferrous and special metals as detailed below.  Supply of less common 
items in a longer time frame, for sufficient quantity. 

 
Copper,   All copper based alloys and aluminium alloys 
Brass and  Wrought and cast 
Aluminium  Plate, sheet, coil, foil, bar, wire, extrusions, tube & pipe,  

fittings, fixings, ammunition – brass and gilding metals cups, live 
ammunition (ball and tracer), driving bands 

 
Stainless   All stainless steels 
Steel    Wrought and cast 

   Plate, sheet, coil, bar, wire, sections, tube & pipe, fittings, fixings 

 

Specialty  All non ferrous metals, especially high performance copper and nickel    
Metals   alloys, titanium, zirconium, tantalum. 
   Hastelloys and Haynes highly corrosion and heat resistant alloys.  Inconels 

   and Incoloys highly corrosion and heat resistant alloys. 
 Wrought, cast, fabricated components 

eg domed ends, tube sheets, cores, boat shafting, nickel alloy 
 weldments and fabrications. 

  Plate, sheet, coil, bar, wire, sections, tube & pipe, fittings, fixings. 
   Foundry master alloys, pigments. 
   Zinc sheet for roofing etc. 
   Welding & brazing consumables for non ferrous metals and stainless  

steels. 

 

Projects  We assemble packages of materials for major projects.  We offer  
assistance in design, specification of products and fabrication 
methods, drawing on experience in metals manufacturing,  
specification and design. 
 

Metal Processing  Processes stainless steel and nonferrous flat rolled product up to  
1500mm wide at thicknesses of 0.45 to 2.5 mm.   Facilities include 
slitting, sheeting, blanking, guillotining, circle cutting, plasma-arc cutting  
and coil polishing and plastic coating. 


